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SLAC have arrived at a new understanding of the properties of light by turning a flash of light into a living, breathing electron. To explore the physics of light, SLAC physicist Simon Chapman and his research team examined an electric charge, known as an electron, in intense light. When an electron absorbs light, it rises up through energy levels until it reaches the top level, or "valence" level, and then drops back
down into the electron sea of energy. The team discovered that when light drops down into a photoexcited system, it can do more than emit a single photon -- it can directly contribute to the electron's mass or energy. These surprising observations, described in a paper published online this month in Physical Review Letters, provide a new mechanism for light that's even more substantial than the well-known "frozen"
and "fluid" models. The study's results could also have a potentially major impact on future cancer treatments, Chapman said. advertisement While the intricate procedures of cancer treatment often focus on the detection of specific defects in cancer cells, such as a runaway metabolism or absence of protective antioxidant molecules, Chapman's study suggests a new general approach: search for the underlying defect

that causes the cancer in the first place. In his search for that defect, the team discovered that the electrons produced when a charged particle, such as an ionized atom, absorbs light -- a
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